



   

    

  

  
 





















I think my question was misunderstood. Whilst i agree that The Quran predicts a time for the coming

of someone and if the time is right and somebody is claiming then that claim should be considered.

The question that arises here is that what if there are 2 people who are claiming at the same time,

they both even look the same and are Ahmadis? Surely there are certain standards by which one can

judge whether somebody is really a man of God. 
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If we start believing everybody who says they are from God then we will be forever confused and 





falling astray. And if there are no such standards then every tom dick and harry can claim to be from

God in the hope of fame. And every tom dick and harry may have a handful of followers but does that

justify them as true claimants?





 



Some justice please 

 
 



 

 
























There have been 30 false claimants of prophethood between The prophet Muhammad(SAW) and

Hazrat Masih Maood. How can you tell if someone is false?Would you like to answer these questions

or shall I?  We will then judge who is entitled to be Masih Ibn Maryam or Musleh Maood; who is true

and who is false.
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Remember a claim is not just based on one's own understanding and interpretation. The prophecy of

Musleh Maood is interpreted differently by us in light of Huzur's further writings and revelations. Huzur

has used brackets in 3 different places in that prophecy of 20th feb 1886. where he didnt understand

what something meant he wrote "samagh nehin aya". Only the person who has recieved a revelation

can understand their ilham and what it means. 
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Secondly all the ilhams relating to good news of a ghulam after the birth and upto the birth of Hazrat

Mirza Bashiruddin Ahmed were nothing to do with Musleh Maood,  they were only prophecies from  

Allah about births of Huzur's other sons and grandsons as a sign for the world. Huzur has clarified all

this in his book Taryaqul Qulub pages 212 onwards. The Quran is also testimony to the truth of these

prophecies, as in the Quran everytime a propphecy of ghulam was made, a son was born or a

grandson was born. Why would Allah's rules change now? 
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If Huzur did not have sons or that one of his son's did not claim to be the one prophecised about and

all the attributes of that son fulfilled in him then one can have doubts or say that Allah meant spiritual

son. So here the whole basis of anybody else claiming to be Musleh Maood according the prohecy of

1886 is flawed. 





   























 







 



    



Another noteworthy thing here is that howcome Allah has helped and guided and saved from all   

enemies and plots someone who apparently has (god forbid) lied in his claim in the name of Allah.  

remember Allah does not love someone who is a liar and does not allow him to succeed in His name. 

Let it be remembered that Hazrat Mirza Bashiruddin's name is still shining today as brightly as before.  

People have claimed to be Musleh maood before many times, where are they now? 







 





 
























 










 













 

 

















    










 



 





                                                                      

"He was examined very thoroughly by top experts in Zurich,Hamburg and London with such assistan- 

ce as could be drawn from X-ray impressions,etc., and the unanimous conclusion was that the point of

the knife had broken at the jugular vein and was embedded in it.The expert advice was that no attem- 

pt should be made to extricate it as the risk to his life involved in any such operation was too serious   

to be worth taking."(Ahmadiyyat,the renaissance of Islam-page No 332  / Tabshir Publications/1978) 



























  


 









  



 

  

  

 










 

 



 



  

    

   

  

  

 

  

   



























 

With regards to the prophecy of Masih Ibn Maryam, according to the Quran and hadith has also been

fulfilled in the person of Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad. This is the last thousand years until the

7thousand years. According to Quran and hadith the time of Masih was when the Promised messiah

came and we are still in his age. and these thousand years are the years of Hadayat. So Ahmadiyyat

has yet to spread as it is doing already and will do so InshaAllah, as he has done upto now.
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We cannot be astray already, it is against Allah,s tradition. After a thousand years of a prophets era

comes the period of going astray. So it would be against Allah's tradition to send someone to correct

our mistakes when the time is not right and we have not achieved a heavy majority yet in the world. 





 

















  











































   





















  



































   



 



 



 



 

 



 

  









 



 







  



I agree that here might be individual weakness in some Ahmadis but this is part of human nature, we  

should strive to be better . But compared to other ullema and muslim Umma Ahmadis are still true  

followers of Islam and their knowledge and worship and prayers are still stronger than other muslims.  





 

















































  

As a muslim it is not for me to judge who actually believes in Allah and follows His Messenger's  

teachings. Even our Holy Prophet(SAW) said that if a person even says he is a muslim then count him  

as a muslim.   





 

















 

  

So any amount of name calling or allegations will serve only to affirm are truth because it is after all 

´the truthful that are harrased and opposed and they succeed despite all this!  





  





 




 

   



The Holy Prophet(SAW) has said that there will be 2 periods, one after him and one after the Masih,  

and the people that are in between are "fejun awaju". You have mentioned yourself in your reply that  

Hazrat Masih Maood has called the people of the last thousand years "fejun awaju" because  

according to Allah's tradition this was the thousand years of  "gumrahi". the period of the next  

thousand years starting with Hazrat Masih Maood is the thousand years of "hadayat", so how can that  

jammat be "kajru".  
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Remember according to Hadith the Mahdi is also Isa. Therefore the period/age of the Mahdi is the  

period or age of Isa Ibn Maryam. 



 





Also remember that The promised Messiah came for the benefit of the whole world not just muslims.  

And hence anybody who was prophecised to come after him was to carry his work and message  

forward, not to correct his own jamaat who is still a minority in the world. We all have individual  

shortcomings but it is up to us to correct them. After all that is why Allah gives us life after death each  

day. 





 













In the Quran there is mention of this last Jamaat as well. In Sura Jumma when the Aakhereena

minhum verse was revealed, sahaba asked who will be this person, Huzur put his hand on Salman 

Farsi's shoulder and said that if faith went to the paleides a man or some people from his people(i.e.

persian in origins) will bring it back. We believe that was Hazrat Masih Maood and after him his son

carried on his work according to the prophecy. This is explained very beautifully by Huzur in his book

Aaina kamaalaat-e-Islam pages 211-216. 

  







 














Now if a prophecy is clearly fulfilled according to the Quran and Hadith about Masih Ibn Maryam's

second advent and about Musleh Maood as well, then anyone who comes afterwards can say what

they like because that Prophecy has been fulfilled. There is no mention in the Quran of another Masih

coming after Hazrat Masih Maood, nor is there any prophecy of anyone else.
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If somebody else comes then they have to fulfill the criteria or match the standards that are there for a  

true messenger of Allah. According to Hazrat Masih maood under 3 circumstances we can use 3   

criteria to tell if a prophet is true or not.  





 





 

 

















































    

        

















1) According to logic is there a need? I.e are people forgetting Allah altogether and have indulged  

totally in wordly pursuits. in other words are they "gumrah"?  

 

 











    



2) Has the Quran or previous prophets made any predictions about the coming of a Messenger at that  

time? 

 

 





3) Does Allah have a connection with this person. Is there Divine help with this person? Does Allah  

help him overcome all obstacles and grow despite fierce opposition?  

 

 


   

 














If the answer is yes to all three then surely that person has a claim, but if it is no, or someone is  

claiming what someone has already claimed and succeeded in before him then this new claimant  

does not have a claim at all.  





 

   





We are in the last 1000 years till "qiyamat" and this is the last 1000 years of "hidayat" so according to  

Hazrat Masih Maood there is no room for any other Masih, see lecture lahore page186. 
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  overconfidence 

  

 







   

 













    

   


 
















 

Whilst i agree that The Quran predicts a time for the coming of someone and if the time is right and

somebody is claiming then that claim should be considered. 
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